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Cheer up Compact Family Club in
competition of national racing motorsport
IDEMITSU SUPER TURBO THAILAND
Thailand Super Series
Toyota Gazoo Racing Motorsport 2022
June 2022

If there are a lot of dust on wheels,
will it cause any problems to brake pads?
Let's find out the answer with Mechanic named
"Mr. Share"
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Compact Brakes still continue to hold Superclub Supercompact 2022,
the largest car club meeting under the concept of

Trust in Quality Trust in Compact

Recently, Mr. Meechai Sriwiboon, Technical Director along with Mr. Peera Issaraphithakkul,
Business and Image Development Manager and Mr. Rungrod Samankitesakul, Technical Support
Manager of Compact International (1994) Co., Ltd., a manufacturer and distributor of brake pads
“Compact”, who sponsoring and giving an award the winner of Superclub Supercompact 2022
competition, which it's the largest car club meeting under the concept of "Trust in Quality Trust
in Compact" after abstaining for over 1 year due to the Covid-19 situation. By this field, it continued
to hold a competitive style of Super Lab and shared the driving experience on an actual field
between caravans from various clubs. In the meantime, Compact Brakes also announced to
continue brake pad formulas development specifically for racing cars to be completed within this
year which such event held 3 April 2022 at Bira International Circuit, Chonburi Province.
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Compact Brakes still continue to hold Superclub Supercompact 2022,
the largest car club meeting under the concept of

Trust in Quality Trust in Compact

For this Superclub Supercompact 2022, it continues to emphasize a competitive style that
continue a friendship for safety driving between the participating Car Club members by warming
up with a caravan from Toyota Vios Club which are deemed to give an opportunity to members
in these clubs to have real driving experience on the field and to be the first step in becoming a
professional racer in the future. Moreover, there was also a caravan to commemorate Khun Pong
Anukorn Phuwacharoen from Bangkok Classic Car Group before entering to competitive style of
Super Lap, which 11 car clubs participated in the activities as follows: Tum Auto Brake BY M.O.S,
Lancer Ex Group 1, Euro and My Friend Club, Lancer Ex Group 2, Skyactiv Race, 333 CJ by
Make me racing, Idemitstu Superclub Track Limited, Pornthep Shock Up BP Complete Racing,
Fortron NK Honda Racing Car Club, Super Eco By ATJ, and Time Attack By Super Jim,
over 300 cars participated, and most importantly, Compact Brakes also took this opportunity to
announce brake pad formulas development specifically for racing cars to be completed and
available for sale within this year, as a manufacturer and distributor of quality brake pads who
has sales at the 1st ranking.
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If there are a lot of dust on wheels,
will it cause any problems to brake pads?
Let's find out the answer with Mechanic named
"Mr. Share"
https://www.tiktok.com/@compactbrakes

It is normal to have dust on wheels, which it caused by friction between the brake pads and brake discs,
not dangerous, and if we check with the naked eye, we will see brake pads are still thick and perfect, therefore,
it may be caused by brake pads increased the efficiency of braking force.
Brake system installing or brake cleaning will help to reduce dust in brake system causing more completion
of brake pads movement, pads retainer can work better, reduce brake friction even without hit the brake, and
also reduce dust.
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If there are a lot of dust on wheels, will it cause any problems to brake pads?
Let's find out the answer with Mechanic named "Mr. Share".
Follow tips on how to take care of your brakes and car with mechanic named "Mr. Share" in TikTok today.
Follow: Compact Brakes in TikTok at @compactbrakes
Or https://www.tiktok.com/@compactbrakes
#CompactBrakes
#TheNumberOneSellingQualityBakes
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Cheer up Compact Family Club
in competition of national racing motorsport

IDEMITSU SUPER TURBO THAILAND
17-18-19 June 2022 at Chang International Circuit, Buriram Province
Model: Pickup Turbo THA, Kiattisak Chujorn (Ko) No. 56
Model: Super N/A, Thaksidol Kitcharoen (Pup) No. 22

THAILAND SUPER SERIES
29 June - 3 July 2022 at Bangsaen Street Circuit, Chon Buri Province
Model: Tss thailand super pick up, Chanon Rotjana (Nueng) No. 36

TOYOTA GAZOO RACING MOTORSPORT 2022
Model: Vios Lady One Make Race, Sawitree Kwangkaew (Nun) No. 138
Model: Yaris One Make Race, Phuriphat Vejwongsatechawat (James) No. 99
Model: Corolla Altis GR Sport One Make Race, Peerakan Ngernmeesri (Stop) No. 77

Special Designed Friction Material
Premium Copper-free Ceramic
ส่วนผสมผ้าเบรกแบบเซรามิกที่ไม่มีส่วนผสมของทองแดง ที่ผ่านการรับรองจากประเทศสหรัฐอเมริกาและยุโรป
เพื่อรองรับมาตรญานสูตรผ้าเบรกในปี 2025

High Coefficient of Friction
สัมประสิทธิ์ความเสียดทานสูง เพื่อตอบสนองการเบรกที่ดีกว่าระยะเบรกสั้น มั้นใจ

Excellent Brake Rotor Care with Minimum Brake Dust

ถนอมจานเบรกสูงสุด เพื่อให้ฝุ่นเบรกน้อยที่สุดโดยยังคงประสิทธิภาพการเบรกที่ยอดเยี่ยม
Brake Dynamometer passed from in-house Lab and USA
ผ่านการพัฒนาและทดสอบโดยเครื่อง Brake Dynamoneterตามมาตรฐานสากล ทั้งในห้องปฏิบัติการของ
Compact Brake และ ใน USA

Advanced manufacturing technology from Europe
กระบวนการผลิตทันสมัยที่เป็นที่ยอมรับทั่วโลกจากประเทศอิตาลีและเยอรมัน
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